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CISRS eagerly anticipates ScaffEx24 Event 

 
 

The Construction Industry Scaffolders Record Scheme (CISRS) is very pleased to backing the inaugural National Access 
and Scaffolding Confederation ScaffEx24 event, being held at the Belfast International Conference Centre on 
November 29th, 2024. 

This all-new event will encompass three distinct elements: Conference, Expo, and an extravagant Gala Dinner.   

The ScaffEx24 Conference will feature highly influential key note speakers from industry including Suzannah Nichol 
CEO of Build UK, Wayne Connolly MD of Connolly Scaffolding and incoming president and renowned motivational 
business speaker, David Meade who is set to share “his invaluable insights into the future of the industry”  

CISRS MD, Dave Mosley will also be present for those interested in discussing the scaffolding training sector and 
providing an update talk about some of the latest initiatives CISRS are involved with. 

In addition to Mr. Mosley speaking at the Conference, CISRS have taken a stand at the Expo – with members of staff 
including CISRS Compliance Director, Tony Barry, available to offer promotional materials, insight and 1-2-1 advice on 
all aspects of industry competence. 

Speaking about the event, MD Dave Mosley said: “The free-to-attend, conference and exhibition is a very welcome 
addition to the annual access and scaffolding event calendar and one which CISRS is proud to be associated with. 
Gathering as a sector to focus on the changing nature and needs of the scaffolding and access industry – covering 
topics such and skills and labour, design, safety, new products and of course training – it looks set to make a significant 
impact on both ours and wider sectors.” 

The event hopes to welcome more than 1,000 delegates and aims to bridge the gap between industry professionals, 
fostering collaboration between scaffolding clients and providers. 

Tickets for the ScaffEx24 Conference and Expo will be free. 

 ScaffEx24 booking and registration is via NASC directly.  

Visit: https://nasc.org.uk/scaffex24/ 
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